
Pet Cause Media Expands Veterinary Practice Network With Partnership 

Pet Cause Media recently partnered with emebaVet to expand its Veterinarian Pre-Education 

Technology™ offering. 

HOPKINTON, MA – June 26, 2015 – Pet Cause Media, Inc. is pleased to announce a strategic partnership 

with veterinary content network provider emebaVet, LLC of Sonora, CA.  After deploying a Proof of 

Concept network of fifteen systems and refining its value proposition to veterinary practices, Pet Cause 

Media quickly expanded by adding over 90 additional systems through the emebaVet agreement.  The 

Pet Cause Media now delivers education and sponsorship content with a reach of over 2 million high 

value pet owners per year in a captive audience format. 

emebaVet has been operating in veterinary practices for over ten years and is an early pioneer of digital 

out of home technology in the veterinary vertical.  Dave Titchenal, co-founder of emebaVet was pleased 

with the opportunity: “Expanding our digital marketing services to more veterinary practices and 

maintaining a solid business model will have a material benefit for veterinary businesses. We’re excited 

to be part of it.” 

The agreement will enable emebaVet to maintain its standard services – customized waiting room 

experiences – while adding new content and sponsorship opportunities from Pet Cause Media.  Through 

the strategic, collaborative agreement, both companies can now offer a scalable solution while 

maintaining growth independently. 

“If you had to pick a single partner to grow with, emebaVet is ‘the’ one,” said Mike Sachleben, Chief 

Operating Officer at Pet Cause Media.  “Not only are they fantastic people with pure motivations to 

support veterinary practices, they also happen use the same software we do,“ he said, referring to the 

Scala, Inc. enterprise-class digital signage solution used by both companies.  “The integration was 

seamless from day one.” 

Peter Alberti, Pet Cause Media’s CEO, agreed: “The timing of this was amazing,” he said. “Just when we 

were ready to start scaling the network and making it attractive for larger sponsors, we met Dave and it 

was pure serendipity from there.” The two companies will work together to create new education 

content and begin enrolling sponsors to enable significant growth over the next 18 months. 

ABOUT PET CAUSE MEDIA 

Headquartered in Central Massachusetts, Pet Cause Media is the national leader in Veterinary Pre-

Education Technology ™, a digital out of home marketing system for veterinary offices. Veterinary 

practices use the system to save time during exams when clients drive the conversation after seeing 

calls to action on the waiting room screens. Sponsors benefit from the attention of a captive, pure-play 

audience of pet owners in a pet state of mind. Visit PetCauseMedia.com for more details. Follow Pet 

Cause Media on Facebook and Twitter. 
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